ORACLE E-BUSINESS SUITE
Betting & Gaming
ORACLE E-BUSINESS SUITE comes into
play. How to effectively manage the
processes that ca-acterise the world of
betting & gaming? How to adapt to the
dynamic changes of minds-in constant
compliance

with

the

regulations?

Oracle, the world leader in technologies
and systems for e-business and decision
support, and Omnisoft have the right
answer to these questions: it is called eBusiness Suite for the betting & gaming,
thanks to the advice and the 'experience
from Omnisoft is based on a business
model already tried and tested in the
field. Oracle E-Business Suite for the
betting & gaming, is in fact the range of
solutions

specifically

efficiently

manage

designed

to

analyze

the

and

amount of game data coming from
retail outlets, manage aspects countable

and

assess

the

procurement
financial

network,

and

to

operating

performance of individual types of play
and

shop

and

de-cide

the

most

appropriate actions to bridge the gaps
between forecasts and actual results.
Widen the view, Oracle e-Business Suite
for the betting & gaming is just one part
of a complete solution for companies
that Oracle offers all over the world with
over 14000 installations.

business software solutions

Oracle E-Business Suite - Betting & Gaming

“ Vertical specialization, Oracle e-Business Suite for the betting & gaming
incorporates procedures and models conform to the already established and
successfully applied in Italian companies „

Oracle E-Business Suite
for the betting &
gaming, features:
Opening the data
communication
protocols game of
international circuits
Responsiveness to the
Italian VAT legislation in
force regarding gaming

MANAGE EFFICIENTLY

IDENTIFYING THE DRIVER of

game data, the VAT
legislation and procurement.

costs and revenues

The centrality of the given system
of game / VAT rules / data
analysis and performance are the
key of the Oracle E-Business Suite
for the betting & gaming. The

Ease of Use: Web
graphical operating
environment

process of acquisition of the

Customizing for
commisurare
functionality to the
specific requirements
of users and the
organization

is done through interfaces that

Security, access control
based on users' profiles
Modularity and
scalability, you can
choose only the
modules of interest,
integrating with existing
modules
Economy proven
methodology
implementative Oracle
allows installation in
less time and certain
costs

amounts of the game from the
national and international circuits,
allow immediate adjustment is
also a rapid growth of outlets,
both to changes in legislation or
to changing management needs.
In the accounting system within a
dedicated structure, the
consideration has all the features
of the game that the data
generated by providing the best
basis for an analysis of revenues
by business intelligence. You can
also complement the traditional
sectional VAT registers registers
of the payments structured to the

Oracle E-Business Suite for
betting & Gaming is the best tool
to optimize the management of
general ledger accounting
integrated with customers,
suppliers and orders
(procurement): records,
timetables, clearing customers
and suppliers, accounting and
budget commitments, budgets,
balance sheet and income
statement for statutory,
management, etc. ..
In addition, cost accounting,
according to the dimensions of
analysis applicable to the system
of accounting records, nonaccounting
(not a newspaper) and statistics
allows management to gain full
visibility on the drivers of costs
and revenues and promote a
higher level of efficiency.

point of sale, type game etc..,

Control over the company

with related reporting control.

The native ability of the system to

The management of procurement

handle multiple companies

in self-service mode also allows

belonging to the same financial

you to streamline the process of

group allows, in addition to the

providing the sales network while

preparation of consolidated

maintaining control and

financial statements, to obtain

management of budgets.

management and analysis of
costs and revenues of the group.

